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Abstract: The designs of the bending, -_- 
focusing, and correction magnets for the storage ring 
are described. The computer-optimized pole-tip 
contours of the dipole, quadrupole, and sextupole 
magnets and the construction and assembly techniques 
keep the field errors within the specified limits. 
Horizontal and vertical steering corrections are 
provided by separate magnets in addition to a steering 
capability included in the sextupole magnets. 

the ends of the poles. They are a 
along the pole edges allowing the 

lso easily beveled 
coils to hug the 

ends of the cores thereby minimizing the overall 
lengths of the assembled magnets. 

Introduction 

The magnets which form the lattice of the 
storage ring in the Advanced Photon Source CAPS) 
include dipoles, quadrupoles, sextupoles, and correc- 
tors. The location of each of these magnets in the 
lattice of one sector is shown elsewhere.[l] All mag- 
nets are designed to deliver the field strengths 
required for a storage ring energy of 7.7 GeV and have 
d clearance of about 2 mm between the :racuum cham- 
her[l] and each pole tip. All magnets allow the 
qynchrotron radiation beam lines to exit the ring from 
I hc outstde radius. The dipoles, quadrupoles, and 
~extupoles are assembled from low carbon (SAE 1010) 
steel laminations, solid, low-carbon steel end plates 
whi ch dre 25-mm thick, and hollow copper conductor 
which is insulated with fiherglass and vacuum 
i iilprc~~nated with epoxy resin. The parameters for 
ll:<'se ma~rlets have been determined with the program 
:iui:~ I' j i j A" d are sumnariz<:d j Ii 1'ahlr 1. 

'Cable : - Main plagr.et Parameters 

After all magnets have been tested and mea- 
sured, they are installed around the associated sec- 
tion of the vacuum chamber. For the dipole magnets 
this installation process is accomplished in the ring. 
The focusing and correction magnets, on the other 
hand, are remotely installed onto support structures 
which are several meters long. These assemblies are 
aligned at this point and then moved as a unit Into 
the ring where a final alignment check is made. To 
permit this type of installation, the focusing magnets 
are separated into top and bottom halves. The designs 
of the horizontal, midplane joints in these units 
permit them to be reassembled while maintaining the 
original geometrical alignment of the parts. 

The designs appearing here are not fully 
optimized. They will also be verified by building of 
full-scale prototypes and subsequent magnetic field 
measurements. These will be used to develop the 
assembly tooling and procedures, to determine the 
field errors introduced when the halves are dis- 
assembled and reassembled, and to find the errors 
introduced at the ends of the magnets (these may be 
used tn redefine the pole tip shapes :o provide some 
localized error compensati.011 iI every inaglict). 

Dipole Quadrupolcs Soxtup0Z.e 

t.t:mber ::equired 8U C!) 80 240 280 
!'t rrn)':ll at 7. 7 Gev 13.66T 2 lT/m 540T!m2 
df trv: i "<' lA?ngth (mi '3. Oh (1.8 0.6 0.5 0.24 
Gap (mm) 6YH 80 Ma. 100 Dia. 
':~lrns~I'ol~' .i '1 I 12 44 
In~JucL;:ilcr (nH) 51 27 LO 17 36 
lic~sistanci~ ;rw) 38 44 35 30 98 
~:llt-l-S2lif IA! 497 458 214 
'L'ollag2 ! V) 19.1 20./r 15.9 13.6 21.0 
i'OW~'I (kW) 9.5 9.3 1.3 5.2 4.5 
iiatrr Flow (gal/min) 2.9 2.8 3.2 3.4 2.4 
Water Lip (psi) lU0 4fJ 40 40 100 
Water AT ("C) 12 L3 9 7 7 

rrie choice of usir,g laminated rather than 
solid strxxl for the cores is dictated by the require- 
.qr:!It .-#i producing large numbers of urlits with identi- 
,:a1 r:1.3gnctic Eieid shapes. The average magnetic pro- 
:,erl its of the steel in each are matched fo those of 
,all others by shuf Eiing the laminations. Because the 
dipole laminations will be punched as a single piece, 
the rffrcts of die errors are reduced still further by 
appropriate rotat ions of the laminations about the 
:iorizontal midplane. 

Eactl c(,re is held under compression by welded 
t:arts on the exterior surfaces or tie rods installed 
LIr1tlt.t r tension arid i%xtending between the end plates. 
i'he solid steel end plates transfer the compression to 
the pole tips, which are located relatively far from 
the tics near the outside surfaces of the core. These 
solid plates also facilitate the machining of the con 
tours rer~uired to properly control the field shapes at 

The magrctic field calculations have been dc-~ncl 
for each of these magnets usin!: the program POISSON. 
Conformal transformations[3] Of these geometries 
allowed the linear elements in the calculation to more 
accurately represent the nonlinear potentials in the 
gaps. 

Dipole -.--- 
The major components of a dipole are shown in 

Pig. 1 along with di.mensions includin:: those of the 
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Fig. 1. End View of Dipole 
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pole-edge shims. These magnets have 1.5-mm thick core 
Laminations. The height of the gap between the shims 
is sufficient to allow the vacuum chamber to be 

installed from the outside radius. The thicknesses of 
the yoke is sufficient to keep the vertical deflec- 
tions of the poles to less than 0.025 mm. 

The axis of the dipole gap is curved with a 
radius 38.98 m which minimizes the pole width 
required. The laminations and end plates are assem- 
bled as a parallel-ended stack against a curved ref- 
erence surface along the outside radius (open) side. 
After stacking, the core is axially compressed and 
12.5-mm thick steel. plates are welded under tension to 
the end plates and laminations on the top and bottom 
surfaces. A 9.5-mm thick steel plate is then drawn up 
against the inside radius surface of the assembly and 
welded between the top and bottom plates. These plates 
form a structure which provides sufficient strength to 
Limit vertical deflections along the length of the 
assembly to less than 0.025 mm. 

The quality of the magnetic field produced 
with the pole-tip shim geometry shown in Fig. 1 has 
been calculated to be 

IAB/Bo/ G 1.0~10-~ and 

lBn/Bol < 0,5~10-~ for n=l...lO 

in a gap width of f 30 mm. The relative effects of 
moving one of the four coils by 1 mm vertically or 
:!~~rizontally, of removing the single conductor nearest 
tiie poie and midplane in one coil and of pole 
deiiections of 0.025 mm have been calculated to be 
1~s~ that 0.5 x lo-*. 

Quadrupole -----.- 

.'J 1. qundrupcles in the stora;:e ring have :11v 

SF ;9t‘ 2edig1~ wjtb tal~rred poles exce:)t rllst there LIP 
tvree different lengths provided, 0.8 m, 2.6 m, #and 
11.5 m. The major components of a quad are shown in 
IT! ;; . 2 along with dimensions including those for the 
rzolt~-edge shims. These magnets are made with 1.5-mm 
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thick core laminations. The vacuum chamber and worst- 
case beam tube locations are also shown for reference. 
To accommodate the vacuum chamber and beam lines, the 
quads must be split (have no yoke) on the outside 
radius side of the gap. To provide 180" magnetic sym- 
metry requires that there be no magnetic yoke on 
either side. 

The cores of these quads contain four separate 
sections which permit installation of the coils around 
each pole. The two sections which make-up the top and 
bottom halves, however, are simultaneously assembled 
as a pair using a fixture containing precision refer- 
ence surf aces. This fixture supplies a means of 
securely holding the laminations against reference 
surfaces while the stack is compressed and the dowel 
Pins, tie rods, and bars are attached. The required 
welds in the assembly are applied at this stage. 

The top and bottom halves are joined through 
stainless steel parts which extend across the mid- 
plane. On the inside radius side, these parts are 
solid blocks which are reproducibly located with har- 
dened dowels between bolted flanges welded to the 
laminations and end plates. On the opposite side, 
these parts are cylindrical spacers secured between 
the bolted flanges. These spacers are positioned, for 
any specific magnet, at several locations along the 
length and at radii compatible with the vacuum chamber 
and beam pipe that must pass through it. 

The quality of the magnetic field produced 
with the pole-tip shim geometry shown in Fig. 2 has 
been calculated to be 

/AR'/'B'o; G 3.0~1::-~ and 

/Bn/Hll C O.!?X~CI-~ for n=6, I::, i4 

insLde J radius of 25 XI?. Th<? rta! <IL i '1Cd LVf fPc,.:-. :!I! 
moving aL1 tolls by 2 m7i way r: oz t I:e psle tip .lKlii ci 
removing the conductor nearest the poie tip on all 
poles were determined to be less than 0.5x10-". 

Seutupoles 

N 1 tile SCXL "poles fn the tile stur.i>;e ri 1,): 
have the same design with tapered poles. The major 
components of a sextupole are shown in Fig. 3 along 
with dimensions including those of the pole tip. The 
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Fig. 2. End View of Quadrupoles 
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Fig. 3. End View of Sextupole 

vacuum chamber and the worst-case beam tube locations 
are also shown for reference. For this magnet the 
yokes extend across the horizontal midplane. The 
outside radius yoke, however, is thicker to provide 
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the same reluctance for the flux that passes through 
it as that for the other five, thinner and shorter 
yokes. This provides the required magnetic symmetry 
and greatly simplifies the assembly. The core 
laminations are 0,5mm-thick and allow the magnet to 
respond to frequencies up to 25 Hz. 

To permit the coils to be installed around the 
poles, the center pole and coil in both the top and 
bottom halves are designed to be inserted as a sepa- 
rate unit. The type of joint between the center pole 
tips and yokes is a modified dovetafl. The assembly 
of the laminations, end plates, and ties for each half 
of this magnet is done with fixtures similar to that 
described above for the quads. The coils are placed 
over the side-poles and the center pole assembly, com- 
plete with its coil, is axially moved into position 
and held in place with the wedge shown. 

The quality of the magnetic field produced by 
the geometry shown in Fig. 3 has been calculated to be 

IfiB"/B"ol C 1.5~10-~ and 

1 B&2 1 < 2.5~10-~ for n=9, 15 

inside a radius of 25 mm. 

Correctors ---- 
Vertical dipole correction fields are provided 

with auxiliary coils in the dipole magnets and with 
other separate, smal.1 magnets. Horizontal dipole cor- 
rection fields are provided with auxiliary coils in 
the scxtrlpoles and with other small magnets. Thp 
par-amvtrrs for these coi 15 and magnets are summarized 
ii: Table ? for operation at peak rated currents. The 
:irlil quality js given at *20 mm fro3 the magnet axis. 

Table 2 - Dipole Corrector Parameters 

Main 
Dipole _------ 

,‘(, 

i'esl-: Iii, (. T ) 0 . C 4 

i ;!E!ho, ( ?" : (7 " (: 5 
b;f:ecr.i"i~ Id (m) 3.Ob 
C-8 :i ; h:i,:ht (mm: ii!' 
'Lr1rns :I'<0 :i- I is 
I Lit.! 1 ii‘ ? '111 c c (mli’ lf, 

l-L,~ihtiii)~,~ ;m ,:,I 24 4 
P’i,.4; :.i.lr I< I!: c A ;’ ‘) c 

‘LO I i,, ‘,I’ (64. ( ‘i( ! 1i.l.i 
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wai4t1 /'if' /' " I : ') I :, 
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'I'l?- :iux.i.liary coils in the main dipoles arts 
.:-;:,t.~rit!. cvi WI ti, thlb arlJ arent ma i TT coil section he:ort 
pot: I,,> The a~xiLi.arv <.:ii I s in the sextupo;es art 
i :.:t'i I ii.<! ,2f!Lar eich hnlf-'nni;i,F.' is ;tsse-nh:e-! 

Small adjustments in the correction fields. 
%-itcept tiiose il: the main dipoles. are made at rates .I< 
up to 2'1 Hz with feedback ioops from the ext racPd 
br:..c-ri " lhis requires !;.5mm-thick core lamination> 7 1:. 
al ? cori~ei tioil mar:nei.h (/ 

Tnc- two types of individual correctior! mog'>ets 
,trli sh~,m i;l Figs. 4 and 5; they havt: overall L~IIJ:';!: 
ii< !i.ii m. One producrs a vertical dipole field c~~:.l 
till. c 0 i 1. '3 ark made with solid copper conductor. The 
ll,,ri! is rr5moveJ through surface mounted water ZYJ.:~ e:! 
i;,:;ii sinks. The coils are placed 35-mm vertic?:i:- 
ava‘ from the pole tips to alloti the poles to ex( I~~IL: 
furtllt~t in thy axial direction. This increases ch;L 
effective Lengths of these magnets by 554. 
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Fig. 4. Vertical Correction Magnet 

The second correction magnet shown in Fig. 5 
produces both horizontal and vertical dipole fields 
with coils wrapped around the picture-frame yokes. To 
give about the same field quality for both fields, all 
coil ends are beveled. 

1 
17.1 

~ -A 

Fig. 5. Vertical/Horizontal Correction Magnet 
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